Support for Paul Flores (MohFlo) & Family
Last week, Paul Flores (Owner/shooter for MohFlo Photography) lost
his wife Brenda suddenly. While Paul and his family work through this
incredibly difficult time, PhotoMotion is stepping in this weekend to
help cover the event for all our fellow NASA drivers.

If you’d like to help support Paul and his
family, you can:
1. Scan the QR code on this page to access
the GoFundMe site setup for him
2. Purchase PhotoMotion photo packages for
this weekend. 30% of all photo sales will be
donated to Paul and his family

Drive safe, have fun, and keep Paul’s family in your thoughts this weekend.
Rob Phelan - PhotoMotion Photography

SCAN HERE
to order track photos
PhotoMotion posts its captured images in real
time. You’ll be able to see and order all the
pictures immediately on your laptop or phone.
Hit this QR code to go straight to the NASA
event. (www.photomotiononline.com)

Track photography changes this weekend
PhotoMotion Photography is filling in for MohFlo this weekend due to the tragic passing of
Brenda Flores last week. (Please see our other flyer on how you can help the Flores Family)

Photo packages will be discounted from MohFlo’s normal ($70 for 1
day, $85 for 2)
I’ll be splitting time between shooting and trying to shake down my own car, so
I’m discounting MohFlo’s usual rate. Package prices will be adjusted as needed if
we’re short on shots of your car for any reason.

Photo delivery times will be extended
Due to the last-minute nature of arranging this photo coverage, we’ll need two
weeks to get all the orders filled.

Photos sold on a package basis, no single images
We strive to provide good value in our photo packages, and if for any reason we
come up short, we’ll adjust the cost of the package to ensure you’re happy.

Questions?
Grab a business card and contact me via email or phone. (Or find the loud, white, 70s-era BMW
racecar with the huge wing in the paddock and say hello)

